The previously analyzed holographic encoding of bulk matter is generalized from wedges to double cones. As a result of the conformal invariance of the holographically projected wedge-bulk matter, one may apply a conformal transformation in the ambient space which maps the holographic projection of the wedge into that of the double cone. In the massive case this conformal map cannot be used for the (non-conformal) bulk, it only exists between holographic projections. This permits to transfer the area dependence and the one-parametric logarithmic vacuum polarization factor from the wedge-to the double-cone localization. In contrast to the classical Bondi-Metzner-Sachs symmetry which is related to the asymptotic peeling property, the holographic symmetry which is a pure quantum (vacuum-polarization) phenomenon extends to the bulk matter where it acts in a non-geometric (fuzzy) fashion as a Non-Noetherian symmetry.
1 The aims of this paper in the context of previous results.
In the algebraic setting of QFT the holographic projection 1 on null-surfaces replaces the system of subalgebras of a given localized algebra, associated with bulk subregions, by a new system of subalgebras associated with subregions of the causal horizon [1] . In this process the holographically projected algebra remains globally equal to the bulk algebra, whereas the naturally associated localized subalgebras suffer a drastic change. In other words holography does not change the abstract algebraic substrate. Similar to stem-cells whose spatial ordering into different organs and tissues is being directed by enzymes 2 , holography is a special method by which one changes the spacetime organization of quantum matter in the bulk so that it becomes re-organized according to the natural geometric structure of a hypersurface and changes its physical interpretation. If the lower dimensional manifold is timelike (i. e. contains the time but misses a spatial direction), the connection of the bulk with its holographic projection is rather straightforward and the change brings no noteworthy physical gain. The best-known example for such a holographic "brane" projection is the AdS-CFT correspondence for which the bulk substrate is reprocessed into a conformal QFT (whose compactified Minkowski spacetime is an AdS brane at spatial infinity). This is the only known case for which the holographic inversion is generically unique [2] ; for this reason the terminology "correspondence" is really more appropriate than holographic projection.
A less simple and structurally much richer case occurs when this holography takes place on null-surfaces [1] as in the case of the holographic projection of localized bulk matter onto its causal boundary (horizon); in that case the geometric symmetries of the bulk matter deviate significantly from those of its holographic projection. Even though the locality principle is separately maintained in the bulk and (with the proper adjustment to the nature of null-surface, considered as a (not even locally hyperbolic) manifold in its own right in the holographic projection), there is no relative locality between compact subalgebras of bulk-and holographic-matter.
This relative nonlocality is crucial for harvesting the main benefit of holography which is the simplification in the description of certain physical properties of interest, naturally at the expense of complicating others. The holography on null-surfaces is particularly helpful for the study of thermal properties. Whether one wants to use the bulk or the holographic description depends therefore on the nature of the physical questions; hence the question whether the relevant degrees of freedom in case of black holes [3] are residing in the bulk or on the event horizon looses its apparent fundamental significance and becomes a matter of convenience 3 . Holography on null-surfaces illustrates 4 in a particular radical way a general 2 By using this somewhat metaphoric comparison I want to direct the attention of the reader to the genuine revolutionary point in this otherwise conservative setting: the separation between the rather given abstract algebraic substrate and the possibility of its more flexible encoding in terms of different but yet related spacetime ordering devices. 3 In local quantum physics (LQP) localization is (in Leibniz's sense) an ordering device for quantum matter. The holographic projection map is a nice illustration for a certain leeway in that ordering device which the placement of classical matter does not possess. 4 Here we are up against the interpretation of the several thousand purely calculational papers concerning the Maldacena conjecture in which the previously mentioned rigorous mathematical physics results have been ignored. This situation illustrates a unique sociological phenomenon in particle physics: the increasing preference of metaphoric arguments message which in a more conceptual philosophical context already appeared in the writings of the mathematician and philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. According to Leibniz spacetime is basically an ordering device for matter; more precisely the physical reality results from the relative positioning of entities called monades which by themselves have no individual structure.
This philosophical viewpoint played an important role in the formulation of local covariance and background independence in Einstein's classical general relativity; it made its appearance again in the recent very subtle adaptation of these principles to QFT in curved spacetime [4] [5] . A particular detailed correspondence of Leibniz's image of reality in terms of indivisible monades to the conceptual structure of particle physics is provided by the algebraic setting of QFT (AQFT). If one identifies Leibniz's monades with copies of the unique hyperfinite type III 1 factor algebras 5 [7] then it can be shown that any QFT can be faithfully encoded into the relative positions of a finite number of monades 6 (which are isomorphic copies of one abstract monade) in a common Hilbert space. To be more precise, the category of all QFTs in Minkowski spacetime is identical to that of a finite number of (operator algebra-) monades placed in a relative modular positions within a shared Hilbert space; here the recently discovered concept of modular localization is important [8] . This is quite remarkable since each (operator algebra) monade by itself is as as structureless as a point in geometry, any attempt to take it apart only reproduces itself. However already with two monades placed ito the relative position of modular inclusions one arrives at a fulfledged chiral conformal QFT [1] . To define what is meant with modular positioning one needs two new concepts from modular operator theory modular inclusions and modular intersections [9] . This correspondence is much more than a metaphoric analogy, it comes close to a genuine correspondence between philosophical ideas and the conceptual structure of particle physics.
This gives a radically new perspective about QFT, which in contrast to Lagrangian quantization is autonomous, i.e. liberated from the invocation of any quantization parallelism to classical physics. The conceptual setting and range of QFT is presently undergoing a paradigmatic change and the present analysis of thermal manifestations of vacuum polarization is an illustration of this changing situation. Apart from these general remarks this paper will not use any method beyond those already used in [1] .
In [1] I presented the simplest case of null-surface holography, namely the wedge-localized algebra A(W ) and its (upper) horizon algebra A(H(W )). In the present work it will be shown that the main thermal consequences continue to be valid in the compactly localized case of double cones A(D).
over structural reasoning based on rigorous mathematical physics theorems. 5 Attempts to decompose a factor algebra into "smaller" enteties only reproduces itself [6] . 6 In the physics context the monade is interpreted as a wedge algebra A(W ). Whereas on needs 6 copies of wedge algebras to characterize a full QFT in 4-dim. Minkowski spacetime [9] , the net structure of the holographic lightfront projection of the bulk requires 4 copies: 2 for resolving the localization structure in the direction of light ray and 2 additional ones for obtaining the transverse one.
The extended causality principle again identifies A(D) with its characteristic (upper) horizon A(∂D) which is the mantle of its upper frustum. In this case the modular group [1] acts as a diffeomorphism only if the model is conformally invariant (e.g. a massless scalar free field) [10] ; for massive models the modular automorphism of the standard pair (A(D), Ω) acts in a nongeometric "fuzzy" way 7 (see next section) for which no explicit description is known. In all those cases the localization-preserving but generally "fuzzy"-acting (not describable in terms of a diffeomorphism) modular action takes the situation beyond the quantized Noether setting into a new realm of pure quantum symmetries with which we have presently little experience. Although in the conformal invariant massless limit the geometric nature of the modular objects is recuperated [10] , and hence the double cone setting permits to formulate a mathematical analog of the Unruh Gedankenexperiment [12] , the physical interpretation of such a situation involving compactly localized conformal matter remains metaphoric, even in terms of Gedankenexperiments. The reason is that whereas conformal QFT has a chance to describe a useful idealization of certain particle physics scattering observables (highly inclusive cross sections [13] ), its use on the side of the observer's hardware (a conformal Unruh observer?) becomes pure science fiction; the fuzzy modular action on the massive bulk prevents a geometric interpretation in the spirit of an Unruh type Gedankenexperiment.
The issue of physical realizability changes however in black hole situations when one finds curved spacetime with timelike Killing symmetries defining event horizons. It is conceivable that in future observations of black holes the thermal manifestations of localization behind (event) horizons may be seen. But apart from such future astrophysical and cosmological applications, the extraordinary success of Minkowski spacetime QFT and its well-established rich vacuum structure through the effect of vacuum polarization more than justifies to study all aspects of this theory, including (presently unobservable) purely structural ones.
Our main result concerning thermal manifestations of double-cone localization parallels that obtained previously for wedge localization [1] . The main geometric change is that the fluctuation-free transverse region is now compact, corresponding to the rotational symmetry of the mantle of the upper frustum. The parallel lightrays on the lightfront pass (under a suitable conformal transformation) to lightrays starting from the upper apex on the mantle of the frustum and the transverse tensor-factorization on the lightfont passes to a factorization of angular segments.
In particular one finds for the localization entropy in the vacuum state [1]
where A is now the surface area of an angular subset on the transverse sphere, and R + the positive parameter region of the one parametric subgroup of the Moebius group which leaves the endpoints of an appropriate interval fixed. The ε describes again the size of a vacuum-polarization halo 8 in the lightlike direction of the holographic projection required to render the entropy finite. Actually, by conformal covariance, if any other interval than [0, 1] is approximated from the inside by a smaller interval with a short-distance "halo" of size ε, then ε is again related to the harmonic ratio of the 4 points characterizing the localization interval and its smaller inner approximating interval.
The |lnε| divergence of the area density of the localization entropy is independent of the bulk quantum matter and hence of a kinematical nature 9 ; the only memory on the quantum matter is through the parameter c which measures the strength of the degrees of freedom of the holographically projected matter.
In the case of the double cone the holographic symmetry inherited from the bulk is a 7-parametric group 10 which is conformally isomorphic to a corresponding 7-parametric subgroup which leaves the lightfront of a wedge invariant [1] . Beyond these inherited conformal subsymmetries from the zero mass bulk, there is a huge symmetry enhancement from the diffeomorphism group Diff(S 1 ) of the compactified lightray.
In analogy to the holographic projection of the wedge localized bulk algebra generated by a free massive scalar field, the holographic projection of a double cone-localized interaction-free bulk field is described by the following algebraic commutation structure
where e and τ denotes angular and lightlike coordinates on the mantle of the frustum and∂ τ is short hand for∂ τ := 1 + τ ∂ τ . Here τ is the thτ parametrization of the lightlike interval of the mantle. Any τ transformation which leaves the point ±∞ invariant can be trivially extended to the full lightray and in this way defines a localized diffeomorphism. Extending the commutation relation to the mantle of the whole (backward and forward) lightcone, the group includes all e-dependent diffeomorphism of the lightray. Hence there is in particular a copy of the Lorentz group and of angular dependent translations in this localized diffeomorphism group. In the Penrose limit of an infinite double cone this becomes the physical Lorentz group and translation acting on the Penrose asymptotics. But the semi-direct product of the Lorentz group with the group of supertranslations (angular-dependent translations) is precisely the classical Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group. The BMS symmetry is what one gets in classical asymptotically flat spacetime if one classifies transformations which only fulfill the Killing equation at lightlike infinity. The holographic symmetry is of pure quantum origin and includes the BMS symmetry in the Penrose limit. But there is one remarkable difference which was the motivation for mentioning the classical case in this context. Whereas the classical asymptotic group has no unique continuation into the bulk, the unitary representation of the holographic group is defined on the Hilbert space and hence acts on all operators. But whereas it acts geometrically on the holographic projection, its action on the bulk is "fuzzy". The physical significance on such pure quantum Non-Noetherian Symmetries is presently not understood. The relation between algebraic automorphism and their unitary implementation requires some additional comments. In the above case of the holographic projection of a free field algebra the commutation relation is that of an abelian chiral current and the unitary implementation argument in [14] applies. There exists a rather subtle and lengthy argument (involving scattering theory) how to lift certain modular symmetries from their free field realization to the case with interactions, but we will defer such problems to a separate paper on extension of modular theory.
The framework in which we work is that of local quantum physics (LQP) [16] or algebraic QFT (AQFT). This is often (especially in the older literature) called "axiomatic QFT", a term which we do not use because it has the connotation of a once for all laid down set of postulates. Although there is a stock of universally accepted requirements (as Poincaré invariance and locality in standard particle physics), the spirit of local quantum physics is flexible, and what one adds depends a bit on the aims one wants to achieve. Whatever one adds must however at least be true in the absence of interactions. A second important requirement is that it allows an autonomous (i.e. no reference to a classical parallelism as Lagrangian quantization) quantum definition and a precise mathematical formulation.
For the present purpose we add as in part I the quantum version of the laws of classical causal propagation. We demand the causal completion property
where the dash stands for the causal disjoint of a spacetime region O and the iterated disjoint defines the causal completion. It is customary to also require this "causal shadow property" in the limiting case where the region degenerates into a piece of a spacelike hypersurface. The associated algebra is then defined by taking a sequence of regions O i of deceasing height (time going upward) whose intersections ∩ i A(O i ) approach the algebra of the spacelike hypersurface. Classically also certain characteristic data (data on null hypersurfaces) cast a causal shadow 11 . Characteristic data on half of a lightfront (i.e. semiinfinite extension in lightray direction) and a neighborhood of the apex on the mantle of a lightcone are examples of characteristic null-surfaces which casts a nontrivial shadow into the ambient space, whereas lightlike finitely extended regions on the lightfront or regions on the lightcone which do not contain a neighborhood 11 The only case where this picture breaks down is that of massless 2-dim. QFTs.
of its apex do not cast a causal shadow 12 . We require Condition 1 If C is a characteristic null-surface which casts a nontrivial classical causal shadow O C ≡ C ′′ , we require the quantum "extended causal shadow condition"
As often, the devil is in the details. It is a priory not clear how to define the local substructure of the left-hand side, in particular if interactions are present. An attempt to treat algebras on null-surfaces as limits of algebras on spacelike surfaces runs into difficulties. The solution is to employ holography in the sense of a radical change of spacetime-indexing of the bulk algebra. This will be done in the next section. For free fields this is achieved by explicit computations. If (against naive intuition) it turns out that there are interacting QFTs which fulfill the spacelike-but not the characteristic-causal shadow property, the validity of holography would be restricted to those models which fulfill this condition.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present an elegant argument which permits to bypass a direct calculation of the holographic projection in favor of referring it to the previous wedge holography. The concluding remarks contains comments concerning the connection with black hole physics.
Double cone holography
In the setting of Minkowski space, i.e. of spacetime without curvature and with trivial topology, the wedge situation is the only non-conformal situation for which the modular group acts as a diffeomorphism on the causally enclosed bulk matter. The KMS property with respect to the modular group and, as will be shown here, also the area density property of entropy, are however equally valid if the modular flow is "fuzzy" as it is in all realistic cases of compact localization. In such a case there is no possibility to analyze the thermal structure in terms of an Unruh type Gedankenexperiment; nevertheless the thermal aspects of localizations are important structural elements of QFT. The logarithmic divergence of the entropy is the only known truly intrinsic short distance behavior in the sense of being independent of the chosen field-coordinatization.
A typical non-geometric situation arises for a double-cone localized operator algebra in a massive QFT which acts standardly on the vacuum. In case the theory describes massive free particles, the modular automorphism group σ t of the standard pair (A(D), Ω) cannot be described in terms of geometric trajectories [18] [19] . It acts in a "fuzzy" manner inside D (and in its causal complement) in the following sense. A subalgebra A(D) ⊂ A(D) (withD ⊂ D a smaller double cone with no common boundary points), suffers an instantaneous "foamlike explosion" inside D, i.e. σ t (A(D)) (for every t > 0 and a generic D inside D) is neither contained in nor contains any nontrivial localized subalgebras of A(D) 13 . Using Wightman's description in terms of smeared fields, the action of σ t can be transferred to the space of D-supported test functions, but a further encoding into diffeomorphisms acting on the spacetime variables of the test function is not possible. It is expected [11] that for free massive fields such spreading can be described in terms of pseudo-differential generators which act on D-supported test-function spaces, leaving the support and its causal disjoint invariant; but presently this hard functional analytic problem is only partially solved [20] .
In the following we will calculate the holographic projection for the double cone localization in case of a scalar massive field. The method consists in conformally transforming the wedge 14 W onto the unit double cone D and checking that, although this transformation cannot be used for the bulk, it is legitimate to use it to map their holographic projections. This transformation maps the lightfront (the upper wedge horizon) onto the (upper) boundary of the double cone in such a way that lightlike directions on LF pass to lightlike directions on ∂D.
For concreteness I will take the double cone D to be of unit size in a symmetric position around the origin. Such a region results from the intersection of a forward lightcone with apex at (−1, 0) intersected with a backward lightcone apex at (1, 0).
The relevant transformation formula can be obtained with the help of the conformal inversion map from [10] 
where e µ denotes the unit vector into the coordinate directions. One easily checks that the upper lightfront boundary H(W ) is mapped into the upper cone boundary H(D) = ∂D in such a way that lightlike infinity passes to the upper apex from which the images of the W lightrays descend to the spherical boundary at x 0 D = 0. Under the above conformal map ρ the lightlike and transverse spacelike differences are transformed into the corresponding differences
The conformal image of the previously computed free field commutator function for the holographic projection of the wedge for the scalar free field
13 A mathematically precise form of this statement (even in the presence of interactions) can be found in [17] .
14 In this paper W denotes the x 0 − x 1 wedge. 15 For the construction of the holographic algebras it is sufficient to know the more convenient lightlike derivatives as pointlike generators [1] .
passes under the conformal transformation from the wedge to the double cone (including the transformation factors coming from the lightray derivatives) to the the desired result (2)), where the angular delta function results from the above stereographic map of the transverse plane to the Riemann sphere and
It is well known that the modular group of double cone algebras in massless theories has the following form
where r ± = r ± t, − 1 ≤ r ± ≤ 1, r + + r − ≥ 0 is a radial lightcone coordinate and the two angles ϕ, ψ parametrize the directions transverse to the light rays. In analogy to the wedge-localized situation, the chiral Moebius group and the associated spacetime substructure of ∂D results from the modular inclusion A(∂D a ) ⊂ A(∂D) where ∂D a is a shortened part of ∂D with −1 ≤ r ± ≤ a < 1. The modular group of ∂D is obtained by setting r − = 0. Although in the massive theory A(D) has no geometric modular group, our conformal mapping argument has shown that its restriction to ∂D is identical to that of the zero mass case [11] . The validity of the conformal invariance of the holographic projection therefore leads (in analogy to [1] ) equivalent to the existence of holographic generators with the algebraic commutation structure (for Bosons)
where again the presence of the transverse quantum mechanical delta-function is universal and the second factor is model-dependent. One of the interesting consequences of a general validity of a geometric modular setting for holographic projections would be a remaining "partial" geometric structure for the double cone bulk. Since the modular group of A(D) acts on the algebra of the smaller region ∂D a which is contained in ∂D (in particular it shares the same upper apex) and the inclusion A(∂D a ) ⊂ A(∂D) can be shown to be modular, it follows from the causal shadow property of the holographic boundary with respect to the bulk that the modular group σ τ of ∂D acts for τ < 0 as a compression which admits a fuzzy extension into the bulk.
This result has wide repercussions for the QFT setting of modular operator theory and therefore a more general presentation of modular theory in the case with interactions will be deferred to a separate paper.
There remains to understand the symmetry encoded in commutation relations (9) i.e. the determination of the automorphism group of the algebraic structure of the holographic projection. Although the operator structure (9) is now more complicated, the e-dependent chiral diffeomorphisms still leave the these commutation relations invariant and hence the previously presented free field relation between the holographic symmetry and the BMS group is unaffected by interactions. But since the holographic projection (unlike the chiral decomposition of 2-dim. conformal theory) does not come with an energy momentum tensor (it does not arise as a chiral component of a two-dimensional conformal QFT), it is a priory not clear whether the automorphism allow a unitary implementation 16 . Assuming the validity of the unitary implementation one arrives at a very interesting conceptual contrast between holographic symmetries and their classical BMS counterpart which we already alluded to in the introduction. In a way the situation in the quantum case is simpler because instead of a classical peeling property [23] one encounters the conceptually much simpler situation of an autonomous QFT on the causal boundary whose symmetries act on the bulk in a Non-Noetherian way as a fuzzy symmetry whose algebraic action is well-defined (although not encodable into spacetime geometry). The presentation of this contrast was the main reason for referring to the BMS in this paper. This is not the only situation in which the quantum aspect is conceptually (not necessarily computational-wise) much simpler than its classical analog. The case of integrable 2-dim. field theories, where the classical complete integrability is a very tricky notion, contrasts sharply with the quantum version in which integrability is equivalent to a certain property of vacuum polarization namely the absence of wedge-localized PFG's (vacuumpolarization-f ree generators) [24] . It is by no means accidental that in both cases the presence of vacuum polarization (the inexorable hallmark of causal quantum (modular) localization) plays the crucial role. It is the vacuum polarization aspects and the resulting phase space degrees of freedom aspects which led the first existence proofs for certain strictly renormalizable models in d=1+1 [25] .
It is also precisely this vacuum polarization aspect through localization which makes the present derivation of localization entropy consistent with the new local covariance principle (and the related background independence in the presence of spacetime curvature), a property which string theoretic derivations of black hole entropy do not share. The latter are, similarly to the questionable estimate of the cosmological constant, based on a relativistic quantum mechanical picture of counting or summing energy of global energy levels populated by particle states, a concept which is known to be in disagreement with local covariance of QFT in curved spacetime. It seems that warnings of experts of QFT as in "Quantum Field Theory is not merely Quantum Mechanics applied to low energy effective degrees of freedom" [26] remained unheeded in most of the literature.
The result about the area law (1) for localized quantum matter is of significant relevance for the ongoing discussion about entropy of black holes. In the case of Schwartzschild black holes there are two ways in which the Hawking effect has been presented.
One presentation is to take as the relevant state the restriction of a certain static ground state on the extended matter algebra (which lives on the extended Schwartzschild spacetime). Upon restriction to the spacetime outside the black hole appears as a thermal KMS state. In this description the localization en-tropy is the unique entropy which the rules of quantum statistical mechanics relates with the thermal Hawking situation since the Hamiltonian associated with the Killing symmetry (which has continuous spectrum and therefore admits no Gibbs state) has to be approximated by a sequence of discrete spectrum Gibbs states Hamiltonians; this is precisely what the described sequence achieves. This setting of the Hawking effect is conceptually quite tight and does not offer much support for speculative uses of black hole physics towards the still elusive quantum gravity. The Hawking radiation is matter radiation without any involvement of gravitons, it is fully understood in the setting of QFT in CST and the entropy is the localization entropy associated with this situation.
The second way of describing the Hawking effect is more physical. Instead of an equilibrium state one works with a non-equilibrium stationary state modelling a collapsing star. Fortunately the Hawking radiation at future lightlike infinity does not depend on details, one only needs the to know the shortdistance behavior of the matter two-point function (for free fields) at the point where the star radius passes through the Schwartzschild radius. This was exactly Hawking's intuitive idea; it was later converted into piece of beautiful mathematical-conceptual physics in a paper by Fredenhagen and Haag [27] . Although there has been significant progress in operator algebra theory on defining an entropy flux [28] in stationary non-equilibrium states which replaces the equilibrium entropy, the application to the entropy issue of black holes still remains as an interesting open problem.
The reason for mentioning these ongoing investigation is obvious. The area of black hole entropy has been under intense investigation. Although I sympathize with taking big jumps into the conceptual blue yonder in certain situation, I strongly believe that this should not be done without securing a strong basis from where the jump starts. I do not think that ST is able to provide such a basis. Before one starts to speculate about using ideas on black hole entropy one should get a complete understanding of that entropy which via vacuum polarization is inexorably linked to the thermal aspects of the Hawking effect [29] ; the letter is fully explained in the setting of QFT in CST and up to now does not need the invocation of QG. I frankly admit that I do not understand the quantum mechanical counting type arguments which are based on a metaphoric interpretation of a certain classical quantity which in very special classical field theories of the Einstein-Hilbert type obey a an area law whose origin is the mathematics of differential and not the vacuum polarization which is fundamental in Hawking's derivation.
Concluding remarks
For reasons of clarity we have limited the presentation of holography and its consequences for localization entropy and the BMS symmetry to QFTs on Minkowski spacetime. The most interesting case arises however when gravitationallycaused curvature converts the present abstract structural relations into (hopefully) future astrophysical observational of black hole physics. It is expected that after a star has collapsed to a black hole, the relevant state outside the black hole permits a description in terms of a modular KMS situation whose modular group acts like a timelike Killing symmetry, in which case the present holographic projection formalism would be applicable to the event horizon of a black hole. In that case one would obtain a one-parametric family of entropies which all belong to the same local QFT with variable size of the vacuum-polarization halo. Not knowing the back-reaction of the gravitation on the matter, the setting of QFT in CST is unable to select a particular value 17 . One may of course use the Bekenstein entropy interpretation of a certain area-proportional classical quantity and in this way fix the distance ε in terms of the gravitational coupling. But what mysterious enigma relates a classical geometric quantity with the collar size of localization-caused vacuum polarization? I find the problematization of the QG enigma in this way much more challenging than the highly controversial statements that (as a result of nonrenormalizability of pointlike s=2 interactions [30] ) there is a fundamental clash between QT and GR or conclusions based on a determination of the cosmological constant based on counting zero point energy levels (in contradiction with the new quantum local covariance principle).
The realistic Hawking effect (i.e. the thermal radiation far away and at late times from the horizon caused by the event of a collapsing star when its matter radius passes through its Schwarzschild radius) was precisely what Hawking [29] investigated and his results were subsequently confirmed in a more rigorous setting by Fredenhagen and Haag [27] . Unfortunately this is not an equilibrium situation which can be described by the thermal concepts in this paper. It is very encouraging that the equilibrium entropy concept has meanwhile been generalized to understand an entropy flow associated to stationary non-equilibrium situations. The application of these new concepts to the Hawking effect of a collapsing star is a promising future problem; the answer is expected to contain new informations about the fate of quantum information, a question which is known to touch upon the basic structure of quantum theory.
Hawking's calculation and Unruh's Gedankenexperiment require the use of the matter part, whereas the understanding of the still controversial paradoxes of "information loss" may point into direction of a quantum gravity part. Superficially the content of the present work seems to complicate the quantum gravity issue still further. But in view of the fact that the present string theoretic and LQG attempts have been unable to incorporate the principle of quantum local covariance and the background independence (in the form in which it follows from local covariance 18 ) which are deeply ingrained into the emerging AQFT, this may not be bad if it points towards a deeper conceptual setting of this millennium problem.
It may also be interesting to understand how the vacuum-polarization caused 17 The choice of the Planck length for ε would lead to an area density of entropy of the order of the entropy interpretation of the Bekenstein are law, hardly a surprising result which only confirms the dimensionsional order of magnitude consistency but does not reveal anything about the nature of quantum gravity. 18 The new local covariance principle does not support the construction of diffeomorphism invariant states but rather that of diffeomorphism invariant folii of states.
thermalization presents itself in relation to the so-called information paradox.
